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By notice published February 13, 2019, the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”)
published a notice for proposed rulemaking amending restrictions for small, unmanned aircraft,
also known as “drones”, operating over people and at night, and invited public comments.1
EPIC submits these comments to the FAA to: (1) reiterate the 2012 obligation the FAA
has ignored to create privacy regulation for drones; (2) emphasize that the need for such
regulation has only grown since that time; and (3) urge the establishment of a remote
identification requirement that would broadcast location, course, purpose, operator identifying
and contact information, and any surveillance capabilities.
EPIC is a public interest research center in Washington, D.C. EPIC was established in
1994 to focus public attention on emerging privacy issues.2 For well over a decade, EPIC has
maintained expertise on privacy, safety, and security concerns related to drones and has
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prominently advocated for better regulation of the national airspace related to these threats.3 In
2012, EPIC, joined by more than one hundred experts and organizations, petitioned the FAA to
undertake a rulemaking to establish privacy regulations prior to the deployment of commercial
drones in the national airspace. In the Petition, EPIC described the many ways in which the
deployment of drones would threaten important privacy interests.4
EPIC has repeatedly submitted comments to the FAA recommending that drone
registration include disclosure of surveillance capabilities and explaining the necessity of active
broadcast of registration information.5 In earlier comments, EPIC stated “[t]he widespread
deployment of drones in the United States is one of the greatest privacy challenges facing the
Nation.”6 EPIC also testified to legislative bodies on the “unique threat to privacy” posed by
drones7 because “[t]he technical and economic limitations to aerial surveillance change
dramatically with the advancement of drone technology.”8
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EPIC has also specifically recommended that drones broadcast location, course, and
purpose.9 EPIC wrote earlier that:
passive registration does nothing to address the privacy risks posed by drones in
the national airspace, which undermines the safe integration of drones into the
national airspace. Drones should be required to broadcast their registration
information to allow members of the public and law enforcement officials to
easily identify the operator and responsible party.10
EPIC also wrote at the time:
Because drones present substantial privacy and safety risks, EPIC recommends that
any drone operating in the national airspace system include a mandatory GPS
tracking feature that would always broadcast the location of a drone when aloft
(latitude, longitude, and altitude), course, speed over ground, as well as owner
identifying information and contact information.11
I.

The FAA has yet to address drone privacy, despite a Congressional mandate and
repeated agency acknowledgement of the importance of privacy and civil
liberties issues raised by drones.
The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 specifically mandated the creation of a

“comprehensive plan to safely accelerate the integration of civil unmanned aircraft systems into
the national airspace system.”12 In particular, Congress required the FAA to articulate “how the
rulemaking will define the acceptable standards for operation and certification of civil unmanned
aircraft systems.”13 Congress also required that the comprehensive plan outline “the best
methods to enhance the technologies and subsystems necessary to achieve the safe and routine
operation of civil unmanned aircraft systems in the national airspace system.”14 Further,
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Congress ordered the FAA—“not later than 18 months after” submission of the Comprehensive
Plan—to publish “a notice of proposed rulemaking to implement the recommendations of the
[comprehensive] plan required under subsection (a)(1).”15
Less than two weeks after the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 was signed
into law, in February 2012, EPIC and over one hundred organizations, experts, and members of
the public petitioned the FAA to conduct a notice and comment rulemaking related to the privacy
and civil liberties impact of drones.16
In September 2013, the FAA finalized its Comprehensive Plan for drone integration, and
stated, “Important non-safety related issues, such as privacy and national security, need to be
taken into consideration as UAS [drones] are integrated into the NAS [national airspace].”17 The
Comprehensive Plan also specifically acknowledged, “as the demand for UAS increases,
concerns regarding how UAS will impact existing aviation grow stronger, especially in terms of
safety, privacy, frequency crowding, and airspace congestion.”18
In November 2013, the FAA published a roadmap for the integration of drones into the
airspace.19 The Roadmap stated:
The FAA is responsible for developing plans and policy for the safe and efficient
use of the United States’ navigable airspace. This responsibility includes
coordinating efforts with national security and privacy policies so that the
integration of UAS into the NAS is done in a manner that supports and maintains
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the United States Government’s ability to secure the airspace and addresses
privacy concerns.20
Further, the Roadmap correctly asserted the expanded use of drones “raises questions as to how
to accomplish UAS integration in a manner that is consistent with privacy and civil liberties
considerations.”21
In November 2014, the FAA responded to EPIC’s petition for rulemaking on privacy
concerns, asserting that the agency would consider the issues raised in our petition in an
upcoming rulemaking.22 That rulemaking came three months later when the FAA published a
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for the Operation and Certification of Small Unmanned Aircraft
Systems, but contrary to what EPIC was led to believe, the proposed rulemaking specifically
placed privacy concerns outside the scope of consideration, effectively denying EPIC’s
petition.23 The FAA continues to simultaneously shirk any responsibility for addressing the
privacy risks raised by drones, yet point out the importance of addressing drone privacy issues.
As recently as July 2018, the FAA continued to emphasize the importance of privacy,
stating in the agency's updated Roadmap: “Much work must also be done to develop the
standards necessary to support UAS certification processes. In addition to the technological and
operational challenges posed by UAS integration, there are additional policy questions raised by
UAS use, including security — both physical and cyber — and privacy.”24
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Nevertheless, the FAA has failed to act on privacy, and once again placed drone privacy
out-of-bounds from the public rulemaking process,25 despite the agency’s publications to
Congress that echo the significance of privacy in this space.
II.

The need for drone privacy regulation has only grown over time.

Back in 2014, 63% of Americans thought “opening U.S. airspace to drones would be a
change for the worse,” and only 22% said it would be a change for the better.26 Nonetheless,
drones already occupy American skies, but largely hover above regulation, despite a documented
desire for accountability of drones in the airspace. A 2017 Pew survey determined that 59% of
Americans polled had seen a drone in action, “[b]ut while drones… are more prevalent than they
were a few years ago, many have reservations about where and under what circumstances their
use should be allowed.”27
Research shows that Americans specifically want privacy regulation of drones: In another
recent behavioral sciences study, “the most popular [drone] policies were those that protected
personal privacy.”28 Further, participants were nearly evenly divided as to which risks were most
concerning: privacy (49.9%) and safety (50.1%).29
The Pew study showed “roughly half the public (54%) thinks drones should not be
allowed to fly near people’s homes. Just 11% think this should be allowed, while 34% think it is
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OK in certain circumstances but not others.”30 Further, only 24% of respondents thought that
drones should be allowed “[a]t events, like concerts or rallies,” while 45% thought they should
not be allowed. These statistics are directly relevant to the proposal to allow drones to operate
over people, and ought to be taken into account.
In line with what EPIC has repeatedly said since the FAA Modernization and Reform Act
of 2012 was passed and keeping with the public’s clear desire for legal limits to the use of drones
and accountability for operators, Senator Markey has reiterated his call for privacy protections
and introduced legislation to do so:
Privacy cannot be an afterthought as the FAA seeks to make it easier and safer for
commercial drones to take flight… Drones have the capability to collect treasure
troves of sensitive personal information using technologies like facial recognition
and automated license plate readers, yet the FAA has failed to establish any
baseline privacy protections, despite its obligation to integrate drones into the
national airspace. This neglect of American’s right to privacy in the age of drones
is unacceptable. Congress must man the controls, which is why I will be
reintroducing my Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act to protect the
public from these potential flying spies in the skies.31
State legislatures echo the importance of privacy regulation for the integration of drones
into the airspace. As of September 2018, “State legislatures across the country are debating if
and how UAS [drone] technology should be regulated, taking into account the benefits of their
use, privacy concerns and their potential economic impact. So far, 41 states have enacted laws
addressing UAS and an additional three states have adopted resolutions.”32 For instance,
Colorado mandated a public safety study which includes consideration of privacy concerns.33
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New Jersey law recognizes particular crimes of drone surveillance and specifically addresses the
use of drones to violate restraining orders.34 South Dakota modified unlawful surveillance law to
include “Intentionally us[ing] a drone to photograph, record, or otherwise observe another person
in a private place where the person has a reasonable expectation of privacy[.]”35 And
Connecticut’s Office of Legislative Research conducted a study, exclusively devoted to privacy
implications of drones, back in 2014.36
How is it that, in 2019, the FAA continues to ignore its responsibility to regulate drones
with respect to individual privacy? The 52-page proposed rule dedicates a mere five paragraphs
to privacy, simply claiming it is beyond the scope of their authority. As emphasized above, that
is simply not true.37
III.

The FAA must implement meaningful privacy protections prior to allowing
drone operation over people and at night.
EPIC has repeatedly called for remote, broadcast ID.38 Because drones present substantial

privacy and safety risks, EPIC recommends that the FAA require any drone operating in the
national airspace system to broadcast location when aloft (latitude, longitude, and altitude),
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course, speed over ground, as well as owner identifying information and contact information,
similar to the Automated Identification System (“AIS”) for commercial vessels.39
Further, drones are surveillance platforms able to carry a multitude of different datacollection technologies including high-definition cameras, geolocation devices, cellular radios
and disruption equipment, sensitive microphones, thermal imaging devices, and LIDAR.40
Drones can also be equipped to enable facial recognition, scan license plates, and identify nearby
cell phones and other mobile devices.41 The public should not be left to wonder what
surveillance devices are enabled on a drone flying above their heads. Drone operators should be
required to broadcast this information and not permitted to suppress the broadcast. If the
capabilities of the drone are altered, the drone operators should be required to update his or her
registration.
Without mandating broadcast of identifying information, location, course, purpose, and
surveillance capabilities, drones should not be further integrated into the airspace in the ways the
proposed rule suggests.
a. Drones operating over people must be required to register and broadcast identifying
information and surveillance capabilities.

The section proposing regulation of drones to allow for operations over people lays out
three categories of drones, based on physical characteristics and potential for harm from direct
impact, and presents associated restrictions corresponding to each category. Category 1 drones

39
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are any drones that weigh .55 pounds or less.42 According to the proposed rule, drones in
Category 1 can fly over people with no restrictions.43
Drones weighing over .55 pounds fall into one of two categories. Category 2 includes
drones “designed, upon impact with a person, not to result in an injury as severe as the injury that
would result from a transfer of 11 ft-lbs of kinetic energy from a rigid object.”44 Additionally,
there can’t be any exposed portion that would lacerate skin, and the drone cannot have an FAAidentified safety defect with “more than a low probability of causing a casualty.”45 All that is
required for a Category 2 drone to fly over people is for the manufacturer to show compliance.46
Category 3 is largely the same, however, there is a higher injury threshold for impact or
safety defects.47 There are additional limitations for Category 3 drones flying over people: Flying
over open-air assemblies of people is prohibited, and “[t]he operations would have to be within
or over a closed- or restricted-access site and anyone within that site would have to be notified
that a small unmanned aircraft may fly over them.”48
Under the proposed rule, drones .55 pounds or under can be operated over people without
any additional restrictions as a condition of flying over people because they “pose a low risk of
injury.”49 These restrictions completely ignore the implications of drones flying overhead beyond
risk of direct physical injury. There are numerous drones under a half-pound outfitted with
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cameras,50 and even some with facial recognition,51 readily available. The research to support the
rule only relates to harms from direct impact.52 Research on drones’ potential for privacy
violations should also be considered:
Privacy torts present the most difficult, but also some of the most important,
justifications for self-defense against robots. Invasions of privacy can result in
very significant harms… That said, there are significant issues with how a person
facing a robot could know what it is capable of[.]53
The FAA does not currently require drones to broadcast their surveillance capabilities, so even
the most prudent privacy-minded person has no way of knowing if the drone hovering overhead,
regardless of weight, is outfitted with invasive surveillance technology. According to a Pew
Research study, one in four Americans would be nervous if they saw a drone near their home,
and one in ten would be angry or scared.54
Legal research supports this conclusion:
I have in mind the effect on citizens of drones flying around United States cities.
These machines are disquieting. Virtually any robot can engender a certain
amount of discomfort, let alone one associated in the mind of the average
American with spy operations or targeted killing. If you will pardon the inevitable
reference to 1984, George Orwell specifically describes small flying devices that
roam neighborhoods and peer into windows. Yet one need not travel to Orwell’s
Oceania… to encounter one of these machines.55
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Drone surveillance capability registration and active broadcast is particularly important, given
the proposed rule even explicitly anticipates the drones falling into this virtually unregulated
category will be used for photography.56
EPIC argues that many of the rules for Category 3 drones should apply to all drones. For
instance, flying over open-air assemblies of people is prohibited for these larger drones.57 EPIC
approves of this prohibition and further argues some modified version of this rule should apply
to all drone operations over people, not just Category 3. For the other categories, there should be
a permit requirement to operate over an assembly of people. This would allow for press or
photography drones to document historic scenes or events, but still provide accountability.
Unrestricted use of drones over protests, without identification or attribution, could have a
chilling effect on free expression.
“The operations would have to be within or over a closed- or restricted-access site and
anyone within that site would have to be notified that a small unmanned aircraft may fly over
them.”58 Some version of this rule should apply to all drones flying over people. There needs to
be advance warning or notification provided to folks if a drone will operate over them. This
should apply to public events, as well as closed sites.
None of the three categories address potential for harms unrelated to direct impact with a
drone. To that end, EPIC recommends remote, broadcast ID should be required for all drones at
all times, but especially whenever a drone flies over people. The proposed rule acknowledges
that remote ID must be addressed, “by way of rulemaking, standards development, or other
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activities that other Federal agencies may propose—prior to finalizing the proposed changes in
this rule[.]”59
Broadcast ID should be mandated for all drones at all times. EPIC further recommends
that the FAA require any drone operating in the national airspace system to broadcast location
when aloft (latitude, longitude, and altitude), course, speed over ground, as well as owner
identifying information and contact information, as well as all surveillance capabilities.
Broadcast ID would make the notification requirements proposed for Category 3 drones
easier to satisfy as well. Just as there are apps where you can track where manned aircraft and
sea vessels are, you should be able to track drones in an area through broadcast ID. This app
could provide push notifications of drone operations happening overhead in real-time, as well as
notifications of when you are entering an area where a permit has been obtained to fly a drone.
Like previous comments stated, the broadcast should include identifying information, location
information, and all surveillance capabilities.
The FAA “proposes requiring a remote pilot ensure his or her small unmanned aircraft is
properly labeled before conducting any operations over people. A clear and legible label
[indicating which category the drone falls under] will enable a remote pilot, an inspector, or a
member of the public to identify the types of operations a small UAS may conduct.”60 This is
clearly unrealistic. When a drone is in the air, it is extremely unlikely that a remote pilot, an
inspector, or a member of the public would be able to tell if the drone was operating within the
restrictions on its category. You can’t read a label on a tiny object flying over your head.

59
60
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The privacy harms associated with drones are real61 and only get more severe as
technology advances. The virtually unregulated drones in Category 1 can have facial recognition
and high-grade camera equipment, which opens them up to covert stalking.62 Drones have also
been linked to hate crimes,63 and there are reports they have been used to film ATMs.64
The category scheme, as proposed, completely ignores the differences in surveillance
capabilities of drones,65 which should be a critical factor in deciding which drones may operate
where and under what terms. Direct physical contact is only one facet of the larger spectrum of
harms caused by drones.
EPIC agrees the final rule should expressly prohibit flying drones over people in moving
vehicles.66
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virtual prison, to keep her children safe.”);
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Telegraph (Feb. 23, 2019), https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2019/02/23/police-say-drones-used-vandalisehomes-stalk-victims-reports/ (noting an increase in drone incidents in UK police reports of 40% from 1,700 in 2016
to 2,400 in 2018, and “[t]hey included cases where drones were linked to stalking and harassment, as well as to hate
crimes.”).
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b. Drones operating at night must also be required to register and broadcast
identifying information and surveillance capabilities.
The proposed rule allows for night operations without a permit but requires anti-collision
lighting. 84 F.R. 3856, 3868. EPIC agrees anti-collision lighting is essential for night-time
operations, when visibility is much lower without lighting. The proposed rule asks whether
position lighting should be required for flying at night. EPIC argues it should be.
Position/navigation lights, required for manned aircraft and marine vessels, are important to
drone safety and improve detection as well. Anti-collision lights help make a drone visible to
other aircraft, but position/navigation lights convey more information, such as position and
direction of motion.67 This is important to collision-avoidance, and also does a better job of
indicating to others when a drone is nearby or overhead.
Still, position and anti-collision lighting does not do enough. Remote, broadcast ID is
essential, especially at night when visibility is lower. EPIC disagrees with allowing night
operations without any anti-collision or position-lighting, pursuant to the proposed waiver
requirements. The proposed rule simply requires, “applicants to establish that operating at night
without an anti-collision light (or with a light that is visible at a distance of less than 3 statute
miles) would not reduce the level of safety of the operation.” 84 F.R. 3869.
The waiver process must take into account where the remote pilot will fly, who will be in
that area, and what surveillance capabilities the drone has. Lighting for drones does more than
just avoid collisions with other aircraft, it serves as some notice (though not sufficient notice)
that there is a drone nearby. Given that broadcast ID is still not required, drones must not be
allowed to operate at night, without proper lighting. Otherwise, the night is primetime for drone
harassment and criminal activity, as drones will be nearly impossible to spot. Even with
67
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broadcast ID, lights should be required to put individuals on notice who do not have an app to
track drones or have not checked the app yet.
c. Requiring drone operators to present credentials to law enforcement does not

provide enough accountability, broadcast ID is necessary.
“The FAA proposes amending § 107.7 to require remote pilots to present their remote
pilot in command certificates to the Administrator, authorized representatives of the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) or Transportation Security Administration (TSA), or any
Federal, State, or local law enforcement officer, upon request from any such officials.” 84 F.R.
3891.
EPIC agrees that there must be accountability for drone operators, but this does not go far
enough. Broadcast ID does a much better job of addressing this problem—any person who is
being bothered or harassed may determine who the drone belongs to, where it is, and report it
accordingly. As drone technology advances, drone operators can be difficult and sometimes
impossible to track down. Many hobby drones can be operated with a cellphone or fly
autonomously.68 Without a tell-tale remote control, how would a person recognize a pilot from
another bystander, especially when the operator is intentionally trying to hide his or her identity?
Further, as drone range gets longer, and long-range drones get cheaper, finding operators is
increasingly difficult. Drones with up to 800-meter-range are available for less than $300, and
more expensive drones can operate up to 7000 meters away.69
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EPIC also acknowledges that while drones do not have a reasonable expectation of
privacy, their operators do. To that end, EPIC insists on proper safeguards for the information
contained in the drone registry.70
Conclusion
Since 2012, the FAA has shirked its responsibility to produce meaningful privacy
regulation for aerial drones. Over this period, the surveillance capabilities of drones have
increased, as have reports of misuse as well as public concern. The FAA is already under intense
scrutiny for its failure to effectively safeguard the public interest.71
Before drones are allowed to operate over people or at night, it is essential that the FAA
regulations ensure that drones broadcast location, course, purpose, operator identifying and
contact information, and any surveillance capabilities at all times.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Marc Rotenberg
Marc Rotenberg
EPIC President and Executive Director
/s/ Jeramie D. Scott
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